
VIRTUAL TEST SESSION INFORMATION

IceWorks will be offering virtual test sessions on a monthly basis.  This provides the 
skater and coach flexibility in testing to allow for more options based on schedules, 
location and other individual needs.  Please refer to the Virtual Test Guidelines and 
Instructions on the USFSA website for more specific details as it relates to virtual tests.

To register for a virtual test at IceWorks, please go to Entryeeze and complete a test 
registration just as for any other skating test.  The key difference is selecting which 
month’s virtual test you wish to register for.  Payment is required at time of registration 
similar to in-person testing.

Upon completing the virtual test registration and payment, the skater will receive 
instructions on how to conduct and submit their virtual test.  The information provided to 
the skater will include:

• IWSC Affidavit for Virtual Test Submission form which must be completed and 
submitted with the video

•IWSC Virtual Testing Video Requirements
•USFSA Virtual Test Guidelines
•A link for the skater to submit their video with completed submission form

The skater will receive their testing results no later than by the end of the month they 
completed the test and will receive copies of their judges score sheets.  It is ultimately 
the judges discretion to accept or deny any video submissions and as with any test, their 
results are final.

IceWorks Test Chair will submit the final test result to USFSA same as in-person tests to 
update the individual skater’s test profile.  For any questions or assistance please email 
testing@iceworkssc.org.

Please note to complete a virtual test with another club, you must register on their club 
Entryeeze just as you would for an in-person test at their club and that club will provide 
their specific instructions as each club may operate slightly different.  IceWorks will 
receive any virtual test results from tests taken with other clubs just as we do for any in-
person tests taken at other clubs. 
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